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Abstract: Environmental concerns of greenhouse gases (GHG) effect from fossil commodities and
the fast increase in global energy demand have created awareness on the need to replace fossil fuels
with other sources of clean energy. PEM fuel cell (PEMFC) is a promising source of energy to replace
fossil fuels. The commercialization of the cell depends on its price, weight and mechanical strength.
Bipolar plates are among the main components of PEMFC which perform some significant functions
in the fuel cell stack. Metal bipolar plate is considered by the research community as the future
material for fuel cells. However, surface coating is required for metals to enhance its corrosion
resistance, hydrophilicity and interfacial contact resistance (ICR) in PEM fuel cells. Open pore cellular
metal foam (OPCMF) materials have been used to replace the conventional flow field channel in recent
times due to its low electrical resistance, high specific area and high porosity; however, it endures
the same corrosion problem as the metallic bipolar plate. This investigation offers an overview on
different types of bipolar plates and techniques in coating metallic bipolar platse and open pore
metal foam as flow field channel materials to improve the corrosion resistance which will eventually
increase the efficiency of the fuel cell appreciably.
Keywords: fuel cell; coating; interfacial contact resistance; bipolar plate; hydrophilicity
1. Introduction
The increase of world energy demand and rise in consumption due to fast growing human
population has brought about the need to substitute current sources of energy to reduce world reliance
on fossil commodities. Also, environmental concerns of the effect of fossil fuel due to greenhouse
gases (GHG) emission have brought about the urgent need for an alternative fuel. The GHG such as
nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4), and carbon dioxide (CO2) etc. do result in air pollution, global
warming and climate change [1,2]. Aside from the energy demand and environmental challenges,
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sustaining fossil fuels as a global main energy source is uncertain, because of the unrest in many of
the oil producing countries, unstable crude oil prices and its finite nature. Therefore, it is important
that alternative energy to fossil fuels is clean and renewable. Proton exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEM fuel cells) are among the promising fuels that are currently being developed in replacing fossil
fuels. PEM fuel cell is a device that transforms hydrogen and oxygen into electrical energy via an
electrochemical reaction and the by-products are water and heat. The automotive industry, stationary
industry and portable power generation industry are targeting fuel cells as prospect sources of energy
for their product. PEM fuel cells have the advantages of quick start-up, swift response to load variation,
high power density and low operating temperature [3,4]. A single fuel cell comprises of a current
collector, bipolar plate, flow field channels, gas diffusion layer, catalyst layer, and membrane electrode
assembly. A five-cell stack PEM fuel cell and a fan attached to it is shown in Figure 1. A basic PEM
fuel cell operation involves the oxidation of hydrogen at the anode and air or oxygen reduction at
the cathode. A single PEM fuel cell produces a practical voltage of 0.9–1.229 V. In order to get more
voltage output, two or more cells needs to be stacked in a series [5].
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Figure 1. A five cell stack PEM fuel cell [5].
A bipolar plate is a very vital element of a fuel cell stack. It constitute about 80% of the overall
weight and around 45% of the stack total cost [6]. The primary functions of bipolar plates are:
It provides mechanical strength and supports the membrane electrode assembly, provides uniform
distribution of reactant gases within the cell, helps in facilitating heat and water management in the
cell, and provides electrical connections among individual cells [7–9]. Bipolar plates are designed with
gas flow field channels, manifolds and land to improve the reactant gases’ distribution and transport
as shown in Figure 2.
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.
The flow field channel design supports in providing a uniform distribution of gases across the
active electrode area. The channels assist in providing pathways for the reactant gases to the catalyst
layer through a gas diffusion layer (GDL), whereas lands make possible electron transportation through
the GDL. Conversely, manifolds take the reactant gases and end products in and out of the bipolar
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plates. Table 1 shows the established set targets of the United States Department of Energy (DOE) for
bipolar plate’s materials requirement, in respect to cost and performance.
Table 1. DOE technical targets for PEM fuel cells bipolar plates [11].
Property Unit 2017 2020
Weight KgKW−1 <0.4 0.4
H2 permeation rate cm3(cm2s)−1 <1.3 × 10−14 1.3 × 10−14
Cost $KW−1 3 3
Corrosion at anode & cathode µAcm−2 <1 <1
Electrical conductivity Scm−1 >100 >100
Flexural strength (ASTM D790-10) MPa >25 >25
Area specific resistance Ω-cm2 0.02 0.01
Tawfik et al. [3] compiled a list containing the expected features required of bipolar material in
the transportation sector.
• It must be light in weight;
• Does not melt and produce metallic ions;
• A high mechanical strength less than 200 Nm−2;
• High corrosion resistance with corrosion current at 0.1 V and H2 purge < 16 Acm−2;
• Cost-effective mass production: US$ 10 kW−1
• High corrosion resistance with corrosion current at 0.6 V and air purge < 16 Acm−2;
• Interfacial contact resistance (ICR) @140 Ncm−2 = 20 m cm2;
• The ohmic resistance must be low and steady all through the operation;
• The surface tension must be high with a water contact angle close to 90 ◦C (i.e., high dehydration).
The conventional material for fuel cells bipolar plate is graphite because of its low density,
high chemical stability, high corrosion resistance, low bulk resistivity and little electrical resistance.
However, graphite is fragile and expensive which makes it not ideal for mass production. Therefore,
other materials like metals and polymer composites have drawn the attention of researchers as possible
replacement [12]. Metal bipolar plates are seen as a potential material for bipolar plate because of
its advantages such as: high electrical conductivity, good thermal conductivity, mechanical strength,
and it can be formed into the desired shape [13]. On the other hand, metals are susceptible to corrosion
in both acidic and humid operating environments.
Metals decompose when the fuel cells are operating within a pH 2–4 and an operating temperature
of 80 ◦C [13,14]. The MEA may be affected due to ion leaching which will cause low power output
of the cell. Also, during operating conditions, the corrosion layer formed increases the electrical
resistance of the fuel cells. In solving this problem, coating of metal bipolar plates is suggested.
In recent times, investigations have been conducted on polymer composite bipolar plates due to
its lightweight, it is easy to machine or mould, and it has good corrosion resistance. However,
when compared with metallic bipolar plates, it has low impermeability to gases and low mechanical
strength and conductivity. High electrical conductivity is a challenge to achieve with composite
bipolar plate as a result of high filler contents, which are important to influence adequate electrical
conductivity [15]. Table 2 shows the properties of different types of bipolar plates. This paper considers
an extensive review of the recent research being explored on various types of materials for bipolar
plates detailed in the following section. A thorough discussion on different corrosion protection
techniques and characterisation of coated metal bipolar plates are reported in Section 2. A broad
variety of ways of protecting metallic bipolar plates including open pore cellular foam from the cell’s
corrosive environment will be discussed in Section 3. The effect of ionic contamination within the cell
is reported in Section 4 followed by conclusions in Section 5.
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Table 2. Properties of various types of bipolar plates for PEM fuel cells.
Characteristics Graphite Polymer Composite Metals
Advantages
Minimum contact resistance.
Low density.
High corrosion resistance.
Good thermal and electrical
conductivity.
Excellent corrosion
resistance.
Eradication of machining
process.
Low contact resistance.
Cost effectiveness.
High formability and
machinability.
Good electrical and
thermal conductivity.
Disadvantages
Low mechanical strength.
Time consuming and
expensive to machine.
Low electrical
conductivity.
Poor chemical stability.
Prone to corrosion.
1.1. Materials for Bipolar Plate
There are several materials used for manufacturing bipolar plates in proton exchange membrane
fuel cells. These materials are either metallic or carbon based. There are several research and
development activities carried out on graphite. This is because of the characteristics of graphite
when used in harsh conditions. Graphite’s application in fuel cells was mainly for stationary purposes
where the weight as well as the volume of the material was not critical. Using graphite as a flow plate
has some limitation especially in terrestrial applications [16]. Again, matching the flow channels is
very expensive and this adds up to the total cost of the cell. The limitations of the graphite plates gave
rise to the metallic flow plates. Metals have good thermal and electrical conductivity. Metals also have
low manufacturing cost as well as good gas permeability. These materials also have some demerits
as well. In a harsh environment that is corrosive, it becomes chemically unstable and this results in
corrosion. Corrosion can easily result in contamination of the membrane electrode assembly, reducing
the overall performance of the cell. This results in an increase in the interfacial contact resistance of
the flow plates. The next sections in this report will thoroughly cover the various characteristics of
materials used as bipolar plates in fuel cells [17].
1.2. Graphite Bipolar Plate
Graphite bipolar plate is extensively adopted to be the standard for other bipolar plate’s fabrication
due to its high corrosion resistance in a humid and acidic environment and good chemical stability
within a PEM fuel cell [16]. Again, it possesses some advantages such as little contact resistance,
low density, high corrosion resistance, and good thermal and electrical conductivity. However,
there have been concerns over its poor mechanical strength which is noted for reducing the plate’s
thickness, which results in low volumetric power density [17]. This makes it unsuitable for mobile and
transportation applications. Graphites are filled with resin to block the pores, so as to enhance gas
impermeability. The fabrication of the flow field channels is integrated by a computer numerical control
machine which is time-consuming and expensive; this hinders it from large scale production [16–18].
Graphite is a crystalline form of carbon which comprises of atoms covalently bonded by three near
atoms, leaving one free electron unbonded to facilitate the highly wanted electrical conductivity of the
plates. However, the bond energy in the planes are more than the bond amid layers, which results in a
weaker flexural strength and has a high propensity for fracture during fabrication when compared
to other materials of bipolar plates that are adopted [19]. To optimize the properties of graphite,
attention must be given to nature, degree of crystallinity, size, and morphology, and the percolation
threshold must be determined. Graphite can be classified into natural graphite which possesses higher
crystallinity, or synthetic graphite which possesses lesser crystallinity and consequently lower electrical
conductivity [20]. The electrical conductivity of natural graphite is varied based on the geographical
origin of the extraction, the milling and sieving involved in the processing operation and the alterations
made to the size and particle morphology. Due to this wide range of possibilities, synthetic graphite
with diverse purities and degrees of crystallinity are available with variations in grain sizes, surface
areas and electrical conductivity [21].
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1.3. Polymer Composite Bipolar Plate
Polymer composite bipolar plates have different advantages, for instance, low weight and
cost, good gas tightening, low contact resistance, excellent corrosion resistance, and the eradication
of the machining process required when producing graphite and metallic bipolar plates [22,23].
However, a major disadvantage related to the polymer composite bipolar plate is its poor electrical
conductivity. Increasing the electrical conductivity needs a high filler which is difficult to process
and reduces the mechanical strength, an important requirement for automotive industry [24,25]. As a
result, achieving a maximum balance between electrical conductivity and mechanical strength is
essential for carbon-polymer composites to materialise as an alternative bipolar plate. The content
of carbon, ranges between 50% to 80% by weight which determines the electrical conductivity and
mechanical performance of the bipolar plates [26]. Composite bipolar plate’s electrical conductivity
can be increased by integrating conductive polymeric materials of organic base. The conductive
polymer material is chosen by the cost and process, chemical suitability, and mechanical and thermal
stability. The materials for conductive polymeric flow are categorized into intrinsically conducting
polymers (ICP) and conductive polymeric composites (CPC). ICP uses chain unsaturation and electron
delocalization to greatly facilitate electrical conductivity. However, it has high manufacturing cost
and poor productivity. On the other hand, CPC combine mainstream polymers such as Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene, polycarbonate, polypropylene, including fillers of conductive loads like carbon
black, metallic powders or metallic fibers. This combination results in the realization of polymeric
composite materials that present electrical properties [26]. However, while this design enhances
electrical conductivity, it reduces mechanical efficiency. The mass variation in its electrical conductivity
coupled with the low cost of manufacturing makes it a preference over ICP.
Polymer composites involve the use of graphite filler or hot moulding of carbon in thermoplastic
or thermosetting composite resins with advantages such as low weight; flexibility; and economical
production processes like injection or transfer molding processes, compression and corrosion
resistance [27]. Thermosetting resins which comprise of polyester, epoxies and vinyl ester have been
commonly used due to their excellent corrosion resistance which is cross-linked in a curing process to
increase chemical resistance. Thermoplastic resins which comprise of polyethylene, polypropylene,
poly vinylidene fluoride, and liquid crystalline polymer, and poly phenylene sulfide are more suited for
automated manufacturing because it can undergo injection-molding [28,29]. However, thermoset resins
are chemically unstable when operating at lower temperatures in a PEM fuel cell which makes it not
recommendable for bipolar plates. Injection molding is limited due to the introduction of filler loadings
leading to an overall increment in viscosity [30]. Thermoplastic composites are mostly comprised of
graphite powder in poly-vinylidene fluoride, being sometimes reinforced with small carbon fibers [31].
Table 3 compares the thermoset/filler composite with thermoplastic/filler composite in a composite
bipolar plate material. Thermoplastic composites offer longer process cycles than thermosetting resins
because the former must be cooled before removal from the mould is possible.
Advantages presented by these composite materials such as graphite/vinyl ester composite
include the reduced brittleness in comparison with machined graphite and better corrosion resistance
than metallic bipolar plates [32]. Additionally, composite designs have commercially available raw
materials, which possess low bulk weight and are less expensive [33]. Researchers in this field
introduced the use of a polymer and graphite composite, where polymer functions to bind the flexible
layered structure, which provides higher electrical and thermal conductivity. This composition consists
of graphite flakes expanded by intercalation of highly concentrated acid leading to separation of
graphite sheets into nano-platelets [34].
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Table 3. A comparison between a thermoplastic/filler composite and a thermoset/filler composite for
the bipolar plate material [23,25].
Characteristics Thermoset/Filler Composite Thermoplastic/Filler Composite
Advantages
- High temperature operation
- Quick cycle time
- Introduction of flow field in the
course of moulding
- Little contact resistance
- Injection moulding lends itself to
manufacturing automation
- Quick cycle time
- Introduction of flow field in the
course of moulding
- Minimum contact resistance
Disadvantages - Poor electrical conductivity
- Poor electrical conductivity during
standard thermoplastics
- Restricted to low temperature
- Injection moulding difficult at high
filler loading
Processing options
- Compression moulding
- Post-moulding computer numberic
control (CNC) milling of blank
- Injection moulding
- Compression moulding
- Post-moulding CNC milling of blank
1.4. Metallic Bipolar Plates
Metal bipolar plates have several benefits when used in fuel cells, like low gas permeability;
cost effectiveness; easy manufacturing process; good electrical and thermal conductivity;
high formability and machinability; and good mechanical properties like shock resistance, strength and
durability [35–37]. These types of bipolar plates have made it possible to manufacture mass production
cost-effective plates which make it attractive to the government and private organizations. Metals like
stainless steel and aluminum are able to perform properly as normal bipolar plates when machined to
0.1 inches thick and 0.05 inches thick sheets, respectively, if they utilize bipolar plates as a coolant [38].
However, metallic bipolar plate suffers from corrosion and the forming of a thin oxide layer on a
plate surface, due to poor chemical stability when exposed to a corrosive environment [36–38]. Ni2+,
Fe3+ and Cr3+ are examples of by-products in a fuel cell corrosion environment. The by-products are
poisonous to the catalyst layer and solid polymer electrolyte. The oxide layer formed due to corrosion
makes the cell performance less effective due to the increase of ICR that occurred amid the metal
bipolar plates and GDL. It is found that this type of bipolar plate dissolves in PEM fuel cell operating
conditions of pH level of 2–3 and a temperature of 80◦ [39]. Antunes et al. [40] stated that corrosion
and dissolution of metallic bipolar plates hinders cell performance in the following ways:
1. It causes a rise in the contact resistance among the metallic bipolar plate and GDL.
2. There will be an important change to the plate surface, hereby decreasing the area of contact with
the GDL.
3. The metal ions diffusion in the membrane and significant trapping of the metal ions in the catalyst
sites will lead to ionic conductivity diminution and fuel cell malfunction.
Attempts to prevent corrosion and interfacial contact involve the use of corrosion-resistant thin
conductive and protective layers in coating the metal plates. A relatively wide range of metals
have been used in fabricating bipolar plates such as stainless steel, aluminium, and alloys such as
titanium alloys, copper alloys and nickel alloys [41]. The high cost of using Hf, Ta, Nb, Ti and Zr
for bipolar plates forced the use of iron-based materials even though these noble metals exhibit
superior performance [42]. Hornung and Kappelt [43] found that iron alloys containing Cr, Mo, N
and Ni exhibited corrosion resistance similar to the more expensive gold-plated plates. Stainless steel
and titanium are well suited for mass production and stability in low pH environments, providing
very good mechanical properties, very low permeation of gas and good corrosion resistance as a
protective film of oxide metal, which is made on the surface in the presence of oxygen. However,
this protective film insulates the metal, adversely affecting conductivity and removal or reduction of
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the thickness of the protective layer is necessary, replacing it with a conductive corrosion-resistant
film [44]. Recent researches are mostly populated with studies on stainless steel (SS) as a bipolar
plate material, on the different compositions of SS and their behaviors under various conditions being
applicable to different working purposes [45]. Wang et al. [46] discovered that since Cr can form a
passive film on the surface of SS, higher Cr composition increases corrosion resistance of stainless
steel bipolar plates. Comparing ferritic stainless-steel samples AISI1434, AISI1436, AISI441, AISI444,
and AISI446, it was discovered that AISI446 is best in bipolar plate capacities [4]. Davies et al. [47]
chose three types of stainless steel and tested them under conditions like a PEM fuel cell and reported
a disparity in their performances. They determined the thickness of passive film formed on the SS
bipolar plates using Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) and discovered that as the alloy element
content decreased the film thickness decreased as well. A conclusion was reached, that if the chemical
formation of the metallic alloy bipolar plates is optimized, non-coated metal alloys can be used without
trading-off for the lesser performance of graphite bipolar plates. The 316L and 316 SS bipolar plates
are commonly coated when used in fuel cells due to their cost and they are naturally protected by a
passive layer [48]. Wang and Northwood [49] experimented with 316L SS bipolar plates by coating
them with TiN through physical vapor deposition (PVD) in order to enhance the corrosion resistance.
The electrochemical impedance test shows that the coated TiN SS316L was much higher than its
counterpart (uncoated SS316L) throughout the curves as shown in Figure 3. They also noticed that
the potentiodynamic test followed the same trend. They reached a conclusion that 316L stainless steel
bipolar plates can be coated in order to avoid corrosion.
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Research is not lim ted to the 316 types, l. [50] investigated carbon-coated 304 SS type
plates, integrating them into one-cell and three-cell PE fuel cells. Using chemical vapour deposition
(CVD), a carbon film was deposited on nickel-plated 304SS bipolar plates. The corrosion resistance
was compared with Poco graphite bipolar plate and uncoated 304SS bipolar plates. The carbon-coated
substrate performed better with higher electrical conductivity and a tolerable measure of corrosion
resistance was reported. Lafront et al. [51] studied SS (316L) and Zr75Ti25(AB) alloy bulk amorphous
in a PEM fuel cell-simulated environment at 25 ◦C and 80 ◦C, by using the electrochemical noise (EN)
method. The recorded the stability f the passive films in cathodic conditions, a instability due to
pitting corrosion caused by hydrogen content in anodic condi ions. It wa conclud d that on the anode
side t AB alloy p rformed b tter than the stainless steel. However, at the cathode side, the reverse is
the case.
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2. Coating with Metal Nitrides
Metal nitride is used for coating metallic bipolar plates and it is known for its good electrical
conductivity, chemical stability and excellent hardness. It provides electrical conductive protection
and pinhole-free corrosion resistance [39]. There is a lot of research that has been carried out using
nitride-based alloys for bipolar plate protection so as to boost corrosion resistance with no sacrifice of
other significant properties like thermal and electrical conductivity. Nguyen et al. [52] investigated
the multi-coatings of CrN/TiN, used to protect 316L stainless steel substrates. The CrN/TiN film
was deposited at various thickness proportions by magnetron sputtering to assess the electrochemical
behavior on three samples. The coated substrate exhibited greater corrosion resistance and higher
charge transfer resistance than the non-coated substrates. The ICR results show good surface
conductivity. The electrochemical test shows that high chemical inertness and the deposition of
the coating were faster. This result was because of the crystalline nature of the multi-layer CrN/TiN
coating. They concluded that the technology is suitable for low cost manufacturing and the coating
is suitable for metallic bipolar plates. Bo et al. [53] used a succession of CrN films deposited on SS
substrates by pulsed bias arc ion plating (PBAIP) techniques, at varying N2 flow rates to examine the
corrosion resistivity. Characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and X-ray diffractometry,
the ICR was measured by Wang’s method. The results revealed that the corrosion resistance of
the coated SS substrate was better than the non-coated steel substrates [53]. Tian [54] conducted an
experiment involving the use of chromium nitride/Cr coating deposited by physical vapour deposition
(PVD) on the facet of 316L SS. In a corrosive condition of 0.05 M H2SO4 +2 ppm F−, a potentiostatic
polarization test was carried out at the anode and cathode side operation potentials. Chromium
nitride/Cr coated SS substrate exhibited enhanced corrosion resistance, higher chemical stability
in both the anodic and cathodic conditions and three times less interfacial contact resistance than
non-coated substrates. An investigation carried out by Jinlong et al. [55] synthesized niobium nitrides
layer on 316L stainless steel plates by studying the electrical behaviour and corrosion properties of
316L SS for suitability as bipolar plates in PEMFC conditions. Due to the nitriding condition selected,
only Cr2N was formed. It was then compared to a CrN + Cr2N coating. The results signify that
the Cr2N coated stainless steel exhibited better corrosion resistance and lower interfacial contact
resistance. Dongming et al. [56] used a multi-arc ion plating (MIP) technique in depositing titanium
nitride (TiN) on a titanium bipolar plate, as revealed in Figure 4. The result shows that the TiN film
improved the corrosion resistance of the pure Ti bipolar plates in a single fuel cell setup operated
without degradation of power output for over 1000 h.
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substrate passivated after immersion tests in both the O2 and H2 environment. Another research
by Wang et al. [58] examined the interfacial contact resistance and the electrochemical properties of
316L SS substrates coated with CrN, TiN and TiAIN deposited by electron beam physical vapour
deposition (EBPVD) in a fuel cell environment. 1 M H2SO4 at 70 ◦C purged with O2 or H2 as was
used as a corrosive solution as the potentiodynamic polarization analysis was conducted at anodic
and cathodic operating conditions for 4 h. Contact resistance of the coated substrates was lower
than the non-coated samples, while for the corrosion resistance, CrN coating performed better in the
anodic environment. The CrN coating was recommended by the researchers. Further research on the
suitability of CrN involved the initial coating Cr2N and Cr mixture with single phase CrN. It was seen
that passive film formed on the chromium nitride surface because of the galvanic coupling sandwiched
between the substrate and coating which significantly influenced the performance. Results showed
that the CrN coated 316L stainless steel substrate exhibited significantly higher corrosion resistance,
surface and conductivity, and lower contact resistance than non-coated substrates. Work done by
Mats et al. [59] involves the deposition of TiN/NbN multilayer coatings on high speed steel and
substrates of cemented carbide, by using electron beam evaporation and D.C. magnetron sputtering
techniques comprising of a reactive hybrid deposition method. X-ray diffraction, transmission electron
microscopy, Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy were used in
characterizing the four different multilayer coatings with periodicity of 500/500 nm, 100/10 nm,
10/100 nm and 10/5 nm and the homogeneous TiN and NbN layers that were deposited. Both the
homogeneous layers and the multilayers exhibited cubic structures like NaCl. The 10/5, 10/100 and
homogeneous NbN coating exhibited the maximum hardness of about 3400 HV and all the coatings
had a dense columnar microstructure. They reached a conclusion that these methods of coating work
better for cemented carbide substrate than steel. Lixia et al. [60] studied AISI 304 stainless steel (SS)
coated with niobium nitride by using plasma surface diffusion alloying process, which consist of an
outer layer of 8–9 µm thick niobium nitride and a sublayer of 1–2 µm thick Nb and N diffusion solid
solution. A 0.05 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm F− solution at 70 ◦C was used to simulate a corrosive fuel cell
environment and then assess corrosion resistance of the coated substrate. It was concluded that the
NbN diffusion coating significantly enhanced the corrosion resistance of SS, with the self-corrosion
potentials rising to 100 mV and 143 mV and corrosion current density at anode being 0.127 µAcm−2
and 0.071 µAcm−2 at the cathode. Furthermore, the coated substrates have a lower ICR of 9.26 mΩ cm2
at compaction force of 140 N cm−2 when compared to the 100.98 mΩ cm2 showed by the non-coated
substrate as shown in Figure 5.
Changhee et al. [61] deposited Tantalum nitride (TaN) film on AISI 316L SS by plasma-assisted
inductively-coupled reactive magnetron sputtering under PEM fuel cell condition through
electrochemical measurement techniques. After a potentiodynamic polarization test, the TaN films
exhibited corrosion current densities which were significantly greater than the results obtained from
the testing of metallic Ta films and 316L SS. Moreover, coated substrate exhibited greater chemical
stability in simulated cell environments. Alishahi et al. [62] conducted an experiment by depositing
a Ta/TaN multilayer coating on 316L SS bipolar plates so as to enhance its electrical conductivities
and electrochemical properties. The coating was done by reactive magnetron sputtering. The research
disclosed that the polarization resistance of Ta/TaN coated substrate was about 30 times higher at
ambient temperatures and about 104 times higher at elevated temperatures. Furthermore, the coated
substrates showed lower interfacial contact resistance and improved hydrophobicity. Ta/TaN coating
is recommended for Stainless steel bipolar plate coating.
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2.1. Coating with Metal Carbides
Metal carbides are also used in coating metallic bipolar plates so as to give a pinhole-free
corrosion-resistant and electrically-conductive protection which will possess chemical inertness and
high electrical conductivity. Hung et al. [63] investigated the comparison of ICR and corrosion
resistance of a pure as-received Al 6061 and coated Al 6061 samples with chromium carbide using the
high velocity oxygen fuel thermal spray method. Carbide used comprises of an intermediate Cr-C-Ni
and top layer Cr3C2. They were incorporated into a fuel cell stack operating at 37 ◦C for 250 h and
80 ◦C for another 500 h. After 750 h of operation, the result was revealed using energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) analysis and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). It was revealed from the result
that the coated samples improve the corrosion resistance and have a lower ICR than the uncoated
samples at different compact force. Rosanna et al. [64] reported that the high velocity oxygen fuel
technique (HVOF) was used to deposit cement coating consisting of chromium carbide on AISI304
substrate and the microstructure, chemical and phase compositions which were characterized by SEM
techniques. In addition, the tribological behavior was assessed by a pin on disc test, the corrosion
resistance evaluated by electrochemical tests in corrosive NaCl solution and the effects of 9f wear and
corrosion investigated using tribocorrosion tests. After the results were shown, the chromium carbide
cement coated AISI304 substrate exhibited better corrosion resistance than non-coated samples.
Stainless steel was coated with chromiun carbide, a research conducted by Huang et al. [65]
simulated in a cathodic environment of a PEM fuel cell. The SEM test shows some pinhole in the
coating, although the coated samples show a high corrosion resistance. In another research carried out
by Ren and Zeng [66], titanium carbide coating was deposited on 304 SS bipolar plates by the use of a
simple high-energy micro-arc alloying method and a metallurgy bonding was formed between the
substrate and coating. In the corrosive environment of 1 M H2SO4 solution, the coated stainless-steel
substrates exhibited increased corrosion prospective and greatly reduced corrosion current density
from pure substrate 8.3 µA cm−2 to a coated substrate value of 0.034 µAcm−2 and the coated sample
showed no observed degradation after a lifetime test of 72 h of H2SO4 solution exposure.
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Laser-alloyed TiB2/TiC/Al composite was used as a coating on aluminium substrate
6082-T651—research described by Dunja et al. [67] to investigate the microstructure, corrosion
resistance and chemical bonding. The TiB2/TiC/Al coating exhibited a compact design with low
porosity, minimum crack and excellent corrosion resistance. Furthermore, electrostatic impedance
spectroscopy test revealed that the TiB2/TiC/Al coating showed lower coating capacitance, increased
polarization resistance and reduced corrosion current density compared to non-coated substrates.
Finally, the pitting attack suffered by the substrate malt was greatly reduced by the TiB2/TiC/Al
coating. Reza et al. studied [68] the coating of AISI L2 steel with niobium carbide (NbC) using high
temperature thermo-reactive diffusion (TRD) in a sealed box. The optimized ratio of powder mixtures
consisting of ferroniobium, ammonium chloride and alumina powders present were determined by the
desired thickness. Results revealed that the coated substrates exhibited greatly higher wear resistance
and a lower coefficient of friction than non-coated substrates. A related experiment conducted by
Alejandro et al. [69] utilized the same technique to deposit niobium carbide on AISI 1045 low alloy
steel, investigating the effect of ferroalloy on the corrosion resistance. Using EIS and potentiodynamic
polarization methods, the corrosion resistance was measured in a corrosive environment of 3.0% NaCl.
Characterization of microstructure and surface morphology was done using X-ray diffraction and
SEM respectively. At the end of the research, it was noted that the amount of ferroalloy had no effect
on film thickness, and that the coated substrates exhibited greater corrosion resistance. The rough
interface between the substrate and the coating as well as the porosity of the coating resulted in
reduction on corrosion resistance after exposure into NaCl solution for 24 h. Jiang et al. [70] coated
Ti6Al4V substrate with ZrC nanocrystalline by using the double cathode glow discharge approach.
The corrosion resistance of the extremely dense and homogeneous microstructure was examined
using EIS, potentiodynamic and potentiostatic polarization. It was discovered that though rising
temperatures caused corrosion resistance to decrease, still ZrC coated Ti-6Al-4V substrates exhibited
corrosion resistance three times better than non-coated samples. Also, the ICR of ZrC coated substrate
performed better than the uncoated substrate and the contact angle measurement shows that the coated
Ti6Al4V exhibited a more hydrophobic nature than its counterpart as shown in Figure 6. This method
of coating for bipolar plate was recommended.
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From Figure 7, the potentiodynamic polarization curve for the ZrC coated and uncoated Ti-6Al-4V
at varying operating temperatures is presented. There is an appreciable increase in the current density
at the cathodic region when the potential reduces and the temperature increases. This phenomenon
is due to the rise in temperature. Rate of reaction at the cathode region increases as the temperature
increases. There is also a potential plateau at the anodic region for all the three temperatures under
investigation. Increasing the temperature between 25–70 ◦C increases the current density at the anode
region for the uncoated Ti-6Al-4V but the increase noticed on the coated ZrC sample is negligible.
An increase in temperature also increases the number of defects and this exposes the passive layer at
elevated temperatures. The results also indicated that the number of defects for the ZrC sample is less
compared to the uncoated.
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Figure 8 explains the Nyquist curve as well as the bode plot for the samples under investigation.
The results generated for the ZrC sample and uncoated Ti-6Al-4V are shown as a semi circles but the
radius is varying at different temperatures. An increase in temperature increases capacitance diameter
in the Nyquist plot as shown in Figure 8a, but the impedance is seen to decrease drastically in Bode
magnitude plot in Figure 8b, indicating a reduction in the corrosion resistance. Irrespective of the
temperature, the diameter for the ZrC sample is larger than the bare Ti-6Al-4V and the phase angle
is nearly −90 ◦C; however, the bare Ti-6Al-4V exhibits smaller electrochemical characteristics [70].
The bare Ti-6Al-4V shows two depressed semic circles but the bode plot indicates one maximum for
both high and low frequency ranges. The Nyquist plot for the ZrC sample also captures one capacitive
loop for the entire frequency. This clearly shows that using the sample coated with ZrC affects the
overall performance of the cell based on the electrochemcial characteristics explained above.
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2.2. Coating with Metal Oxide
Metal oxides provide coating on bipolar plates that improves corrosion resistance and electrical
conductivity at affordable costs [4]. Heli and John [71] deposited a composite 0.6 µm thick SnO2: F on
ferrite stainless steel samples AISI441, AISI444, and AISI446 using low-pressure chemical vapour
deposition. The substrate steel was found to have a considerable part in the properties of the coating,
as the coated substrates showed the highest corrosion resistance. While pure AISI441 exhibited highest
dissolution rates, the SnO2: F coating greatly reduced dissolution. However, it was the coated AISI446
stainless steel that exhibited greatest corrosion resistance followed by the AISI444. Potentiostatic
polarization and ICP tests proved that the cathode environment posed greater corrosive conditions
than the anode environment and that the ICP of the coated substrates was increased. Furthermore,
the corrosion resistance of the substrate was found to significantly affect the coating dissolution.
A similar research by Heli et al. [72] coated austenite SS 316L, 317L and 349TM with SnO2: F 0.6µ made
thickness by using low pressure chemical vapour deposition. Like in the earlier reported research,
the bare steel had a noteworthy effect on the behaviour of the coated substrate. After the research,
the 317L substrate steel exhibited the best cell output, a very stable low anode current, followed by
the 349TM steel substrate cathode current. Furthermore, results proved that the cathodic environment
was less corrosive than the anode. The coated 349TM substrate exhibited highest corrosion resistance
followed by the already sufficient corrosion resistance of the 317L substrate. Finally, the coated
349TM substrate showed increased ICR while the other two coated samples exhibited decreased ICR.
Mohsin et al. coated graphite oxide on copper metal. Atomic force microscope (AFM) revealed that
the GO sheets, deposited using electrophoretic deposition (EPD) on copper to be about 1–2 nm thick.
After optimized deposition time of about 10 s and optimized potential of 5 V, the GO coatings were
400 nm thick. In a solution of 3.5% NaCl solution, Tafel analysis and EIS was used to measure the
corrosion resistance of GO-coated copper metal. Results showed that the coated samples exhibited
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about six times more resistance to corrosion than non-coated copper metal. Jinlong et al. [73] compared
three samples of bipolar plates, amorphous nickel-phosporus, amorphous nickel-phosporus with
molybdenum and amorphous nickel-phosporus with reduced graphene oxide. Using electrodeposition
techniques from a nickel sulfate bath the corrosion resistance was investigated. Results showed that
the amorphous nickel-phosporus with graphene coating exhibited the best corrosion resistance in
the cell environment. Haneul et al. [74] studied using polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) to enhance interfacial
contact bond between a facile solution-generated reduced graphene oxide (rGO) coating and an Al
substrate. The PVA, leading to a large amount of hydroxyl groups on the Al surface was found to
induce several conjugations between the substrate and rGO, aiding the coating process. After finishing
the experiment, the rGO coated Al exhibited greater corrosion resistance than pure Al bipolar plates,
and the PVA-assisted coating process exhibited even greater corrosion resistance than directly coated
Al as the PVA enhanced adhesion of the film to the substrate.
2.3. Carbon Based Coating (Graphene Carbon–Based Coating)
Jianhua et al. [75] reported graphene, another carbon-based element, was used to coat aluminum
in corrosive 0.5 NaCl solutions by dip coating route. The study utilized the Raman spectra
analysis to observe a uniform and sequential distribution of the graphene coating on aluminum
substrates. Final results in this research using the EIS and potentiodynamic polarization showed
that the coated aluminum substrates were three times better than non-coated substrates in resisting
corrosion. Kirkland et al. [76] used graphene to coat nickel and copper substrates and was exposed
to corrosive a aqueous environment. It was observed that graphene coating affected the material
differently, the dissolution of the anode for the Ni and reduction reactions on the cathode for the
Cu were slowed down significantly and the graphene deposition was able to provide corrosion
resistance. Adam et al. [77] studied a comparison between SS with a nickel seed layer with (Ni/SS)
and muli-layered graphene film coated by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on stainless steel with
nickel seed layer with (G/Ni/SS). Raman spectroscopy was used to analyse the result and it showed
that there was no considerable benefit of the G/Ni/SS over Ni/SS in a short/medium term corrosion
test because there result was similar. However, when the corrosion test was carried out over a long
term there was an obvious superiority of G/Ni/SS coating because it indicates no defect while for
Ni/SS there was degradation, as seen in Figure 9, showing the optical images of the substrates before
and after atlas cell test. There were dark marks on the G/Ni/SS of the graphene coated plates even
before carrying out the test.
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Further research on graphene coating as a corrosion resistance barrier was carried out by
Vesna et al. [78] on Cu and AL substrates and was exposed to corrosive 0.1 M NaCl solution.
This experiment used the Cu as a growth substrate, firstly depositing the graphene on a Cu surface
by chemical vapour deposition and then mechanically transferring the coating onto the Al surface.
Corrosion rate and stability were investigated using potentiodynamic sweep measurements for testing
corrosion rate and EIS and open circuit potential to test the corrosion stability of coatings. It was
reported that the graphene-coated Cu substrate exhibited corrosion-resisting properties in the solution
while the multilayer graphene-coated Al exhibited the electrochemical characteristics that an Al oxide
would display when in contact with aluminum. Furthermore, as a result of the breaking of the Al
oxide film and corrosion from the Al substrate within the electrolyte solution, graphene-coated Cu
substrate was better protected than the Al substrate.
2.4. Amorphous Carbon-Based Coating
Wu et al. [79] reported that the pinhole in amorphous carbon a-C is a disadvantage that causes
pitting corrosion when used to coat a substrate. Therefore, chromium interlayer amorphous carbon
(Cr/a-C) composite was deposited by using direct current magnetron sputtering on 304 SS bipolar
plates. As the Cr interlayer induced an interlocking structure that filled the holes and prevented
the contact of the substrate with corrosive solution, the coated 304SS was compared to uncoated
304SS and a-C coated 304SS to determine differences in ICR, corrosion resistance and hydrophobic
properties. The connect structure of the Cr/a-C 304SS resulted in the greatest corrosion resistance with
corrosion current density of 0.894 µA cm−2 and a corrosion potential - 0.32 V. Furthermore, the ICR of
Cr/a-C304SS was 16.65 mΩcm2 under a compacting force of 150 N/cm2 which was better than the other
samples. Yoshiyuki [80] investigated the versatility of amorphous carbon (a-C) as carbon-based bipolar
plate coating material, and investigated the cause of resistivity of the coating on cell performance.
To adjust the resistivity of the resultant a-C coating, the a-C films were deposited on titanium bipolar
plates at different growth temperatures. Greatest resistivity of coating was realized with a low growth
temperature which resulted in the rise of contact resistance up to 440 Ωcm2 between the layer of the
bipolar plate and membrane electrode assembly(MEA). This contact resistance ultimately reduced the
power generated of the PEM fuel cell. Alternatively, at higher growth temperatures of up to 600 ◦C,
the a-C film recorded much lower resistivity with contact resistance of 10−3 Ω cm2. This resulted
in output power 1.4 times greater than the output of a non-coated titanium substrate. Therefore,
they concluded by recommending a-c films for coating on bipolar plate due to increase in the efficiency
of fuel cells for electrical power generation. Kai et al. [81] investigated 3 µm thick amorphous carbon
and a-C film was used to coat 316L stainless steel bipolar plates by close field unbalanced magnetron
sputter ion plating technique to deposit the film; it was found that the coated 316L SS exhibited
significantly better corrosion resistance. In another study, Peiyun et al. [82], the ICR, surface energy,
in-plane conductivity and overall performance of the fuel cell were investigated when amorphous
carbon (a-C) was used to coat 304 stainless steel bipolar plates. The coated 304 SS exhibited greater
chemical stability as revealed from a lifetime tested of over 200 h and contamination analysis of
the MEA. The team assembled a PEMFC short stack with power output of 100 W with the coated
plates recording very encouraging performance, uniform voltage distribution, high volumetric power
density and specific power. Feifei et al. [83] studied zirconium-carbon/amorphous carbon (Zr-C/a-C)
deposition on 316L SS substrates by magnetron sputtering while the corrosion resistance and interfacial
conductivity were investigated (96). This composite film had a poured a-C layer with a Zr-C layer
between the substrate and the outer layer. In comparison, it was found that the composite film
exhibited lesser interfacial contact resistance than pure a-C coated 316L SS, and the composite film
showed better corrosion potential as revealed by potentiodynamic polarization tests. Furthermore,
the composite film exhibited much better charge transfer resistance than a non-coated substrate as
shown by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The multilayered composite film also maintained
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stable results in XPS analysis carried out prior to and after potential holding experiment. It was
concluded that multilayered Zr-C/a-C coating is an excellent choice for stainless steel bipolar plates.
2.5. Graphite Carbon-Based Coating
Wen-Lin et al. [84] conducted an experiment using 316L SS substrate bipolar plate for coating
with pure and layered expanded graphite flakes to form a continuous graphite sheet. A layer of
binder consisting of ester resin and conductive fillers was formed between the substrate and the
film which further protected the substrate from the acid solution. The electrochemical test results
from the simulated fuel cell environment shows that graphite-coated substrate demonstrated a high
corrosion resistance compare to the bare substrate material. Even after lifetime tests of over 2000 h,
it was revealed that the result was still the same. Graphite coating is seen as an ideal consideration for
coating bipolar plates for corrosion resistance. Sisan et al. [85] investigated SS-316L and aluminum
alloy AA-6061 coating with graphite. The coating was done by physical vapor deposition techniques
with different types of thickness on the substrates. Corrosion test was conducted under PEM fuel cell
simulated operating conditions (1 M H2SO4 at 70 ◦C). The SS-316L was coated with two various types
of thicknesses at 200 and 600 nm; the result was also compared with the bare material. It was noticed
that the substrate of 200 nm thickness performed better with a current density of 1.4 mA/cm2 while
the 600 nm thick substrate and bare material were 157 and 91 mA/cm2 respectively as shown in the
graph of Figure 10.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 33 
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The AA-6061 sample was coated with 100, 200 and 600 nm thicknesses which were also compared
with the bare sample. The findings in that order show a current density of 380, 289, 237 and
401 mA/cm2 as shown in the graph of Figure 11. They noticed that the thicker the coating thickness
the better the performance of the material. It was concluded that SS-316L, 200 nm thickness can be
uses as a bipolar plate for PEM fuel cell, while for the AA-6061 sample, none were recommended for
bipolar plate because they are far above the bipolar plate requirement.
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2.6. Coating with Composites on Metallic Bipolar Plates
Yu et al. [86] investigated the electrodeposition of Ag–polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) composite
film by a bi-pulse electroplating power supply on 316L SS bipolar plates. PTFE particles were used
due to their ability to reduce defects and increase bipolar plate angle of contact. The experiment
involved the comparison of Ag-PTFE composite coating and pure coated Ag film on 316L SS under
similar experimental environments. The resulting surface topography showed that with the pure
Ag coating, around 40 defects per millimeter square were observed whereas the Ag-PTFE showed
only about 20 defects per millimeter square. Contact angle of Ag-PTFE coating with composite was
114◦ while the pure Ag coating was shown to be 73◦. This indicates that Ag-PTFE exhibited more
hydrophobic abilities than the pure Ag. While the minute difference in interfacial contact will not
increase electrical resistance in Ag-PTFE, if the compacting pressure is over 0.3 MPa, Ag-PTFE exhibits
more contact resistance than pure Ag because the Ag-PTFE possesses smother coating and therefore
larger contact area, which leads to lower resistance. The potentiodynamic curves of Ag-PTFE and
pure Ag in 0.5 M H2SO4 + 5 ppm F− solution at 70 ◦C were cleansed with H2. The result shows that
the corrosion resistance and dynamic polarization behaviours of the two samples are very similar,
as shown in Figure 12. However, pure Ag sample was 20 mV more positive than Ag-PTFE.
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Dongming et al. [87] carried out an in-situ preparation of the Fe-Ni-Cr bipolar plate to improve
the performance. First, the plate is treated in acid solution to arouse high carbon concentration on the
surface of the plate; second, the plate is given low temperature heat treatment to create a conductive
Cr7C3 layer on its surface; and third, the plate is treated by electrochemical method to cleanse the
surface and create an additional layer of Cr2O3/Fe3O4. The above technique was also used (100) to
treat 304 stainless steel which exhibited interfacial contact resistance of 9.8 mΩ cm2 and corrosion
current density of 3 × 10−7 A cm−2 at compaction force of 240 N cm−2. It is concluded that the coating
of the sample with composite layers improved tremendously and it is recommended to be used for fuel
cell bipolar plates. Jennifer et al. [88] used a composite coating of graphite, ethylene-tetrafluoroethylene
(ETFE) and titanium carbide (TiC) as conductive filler by wet spraying and heat treatment to protect
aluminum-based bipolar plates in PEMFC from corrosion. The aim was to develop an acid resistant,
electrically conductive, pinhole-free, corrosion resistant composite coating for aluminum bipolar
plates. After the experiment, the conductivity, flexural strength and cathode corrosion resistance of
the composite coated bipolar plates met the US DOE target, but did not meet the target for anode
corrosion resistance because a pinhole free coating was not achievable. Hans et al. [89] coated on
substrates 316L stainless steel by using a carbon-polymer composite. It was done by spraying and
hot-pressing techniques. Results indicate that the ICR of the composite coated substrate sheet plates
increased less after polarization at 0.0191 and 0.6191 VSHE. However, as this potential increased
to 1.0 VSHE, the coated and uncoated SS bipolar plate’s experienced similar increases in interfacial
contact resistance.
3. Coating of Open Porous Cellular Metal Foam Flow Channel
The conventional flow field channels such as parallel channels, interdigitated channels, serpentine
channels etc. are configured with the bipolar plate which possesses some disadvantages like high
cost of manufacturing, prone to channels water flooding, huge pressure losses, increases the weight
and volume of fuel cell. It must be noted that open porous cellular metal foam flow channel does
not possess these characteristics [90]. Metal foams are a special class of materials that possess the
physical, thermal, electrical, mechanical and acoustic properties of the parent metal in a lightweight.
Due to these properties, metal foams are more applicable in diverse fields than the parent metal [91]
Coating of the metal surface is used to prevent corrosion of the metal under toxic environment but in
the case of coating of the metal foam, different rules apply, and the process poses greater difficulties
due to the highly porous and irregular nature of the surface of metal foams [92]. At the expense of
high production costs and low production speeds, the surface porosity can be reduced by producing
the metal foams in molds. Large batch production can cut down on the costs, where the foams are
afterward cut into the desired sizes; however, this process possess a high level of open surface cells
that leads to corrosion [93]. t is relatively difficult to cover up all the open cells in metal foam due to
the complexity of geometry. Various surface treatment techniques such as plasma electrolytic oxidation
(PEO), grapheme nano-coatings ceramic coatings and vitreous enamel layers have been researched to
serve as functional strategy for corrosion protection of open porous metal foams [94].
Yi-Husan et al. [95] investigated the corrosion resistance of uncoated metal foam as well as
deposition of graphene on nickel open pore metal foam by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques.
Tafel analysis shows that graphene-coated substrate has a lower corrosion density than the uncoated
substrate. The researchers further explored the effect of contact angle on the samples due to the
significance of water management in PEM fuel cell and they compared it with Titanium nitride (TiN)
and Gold (Au) coating of nickel open pore metal foam. They noticed that graphene-coated open
pore metal foam improves hydrophobicity and even before the corrosion test the graphene-coated
samples showed better hydrophobic nature than the others, as shown in Figure 13. Rossi et al. [96]
assessed the protection properties and efficiency of the cataphoretic deposition process by microscopic
investigation of the thickness and the presence of defects. The painted foam corrosion behaviour was
evaluated by exposing it to an acetic salt spray chamber. They reported that it is very difficult to realize
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uniform coating due to the complex morphology of geometry. Figure 14 shows the adhesion challenges
encountered. It is unusual to have a free defect of homogenous coating. However, the researchers
concluded that corrosion of aluminum foam may lead to an increase in detachment of material and
treatment with cataphoresis resulting in good adhesive levels.
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Alessandro et al. [97] conducted an e the electro-deposition of graphene and copper
on open cell aluminum metal foams, which sandblasting treatment. They discovered
that the oated sample i proved in ter s f e er e r tion, Young module and yield strength
bet er than he uncoated samples. It was also observed that graphene coating sample enhanced yield
streng and therm l conductivity ore than copp r co ing. Jiaan et l. [98] used hypophosphite
as a reducing agent when depositing NI-P coating on open-cell Al foams. Firstl , the surfac of
the aluminum was pre-tr ated with Ni-strike to e sur good adherence of coatings. Afterwards,
the coated and non-coated aluminum foams were compared to evaluate corrosion resistance using
immersion test and electrochemical polarization measurement. The Ni-P film was found to have an
approximate thickness of 25 µm. as expected; the coated Al foams show better corrosion resistance than
non-coated ones. Abdel and Shehata [99] experimented on open cell stainless steel foams by applying
Ni-Cu-P coatings through Ni-P bath where CuSO4.5H2O provided Cu ions. Using electron microscopy
and energy dispersive analysis, the effect of the CuSO4.5H2O on the surface morphology, chemical
constitute, and microstructure of the coating was investigated. They concluded that by increasing
the Cu content in the Ni-P bath, the stainless-steel foam exhibited enhanced corrosion resistance,
finer grain deposition and a lower deposit rate. Baroutaji et al. [100]. investigated the surface coating
of Nickel metal foam using Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) coating techniques. The electrochemical
polarisation test and contact angle were conducted to study the corrosion resistance and to improve
the hydrophobicity material nature in a cell environment [101–103]. The results revealed that coated
substrate has a better corrosion resistance and provides better water management than the uncoated.
Figure 15 shows the water angle contact test for the uncoated and coated substrate. Table 4 captures
other techniques for coating fuel cell bipolar plates.
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Table 4. Summary of techniques for coating bipolar late.
Substrate Material Coating Method Coating Process Electrolyte Reference
SS316L
Titanium-nitride (TiN) layering. Physical vapor deposition (PVD) 0.5 M H2SO4 at 70 ◦C [49]
Chromium and Titanium nitride (CrN/TiN)
layering Magnetron sputtering
1 M corrosive H2SO4 + 2 ppm HF solution
at 70 ◦C [52]
Chromium nitride (CrN) layering PBAIP 0.5 M H2SO4 + 5 ppm F− solution at 25 ◦C [53]
Chromium nitride/Cr layering Physical vapor deposition (PVD) 0.005 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm F
− solution at 70
◦C [54]
Niobium nitride diffusion (Nb–N layering) Plasma surface diffusion alloying(PSDA) 0.05 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm HF at 50
◦C [55]
Titanium-nitride (TiN) coating Not mentioned 0.01 M HCl + 0.01 M Na2SO4 solutions [57]
Titanium aluminium nitride
(TiAlN)/TiN/CrN layering
Electron beam physical vapour
deposition (EBPV) 1 M H2SO4 purged with either H2 or O2 [58]
Tantalum nitride (TaN) layering Magnetron sputtering 0.05 M H2SO4 + 0.2 ppm HF solution at 80◦C [61]
Tantalum/Tantalum nitride (Ta/TaN) Magnetron sputtering 0.5 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm HF solution at roomtemperature and 80 ◦C [62]
a-C film layering CFUBMSIP 0.5 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm HF solution at 80 ◦C [81]
Graphite film layering Not mentioned 0.5 M H2SO4 solution [84]
Ag–polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE),
composite film layering Bi-pulse electroplating method 0.5 M H2SO4 + 5 ppm F solution at 80
◦C [86]
Carbon polymer composite coating Spraying and hot-pressingtechniques 1mM H2SO4 solution at 70
◦C [89]
SS304
Nickel layering Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 0.5 M H2SO4 [50]
Niobium nitride layering Plasma surface diffusion alloyingmethod 0.05 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm F
− solution at 70 ◦C [60]
Titanium carbide layering HEMA technique 1 M H2SO4 solution at room temperature [66]
Cr interlayer/a-C Direct current magnetronsputtering
0.5 M H2SO4 + 5 ppm HF solution at room
temp. and 80 ◦C [79]
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Table 4. Cont.
Substrate Material Coating Method Coating Process Electrolyte Reference
Titanium plate
Titanium nitride layering MIP technique 0.5 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm HF solution [56]
Amorphous carbon (a-C) films layering RF-PECVD method Not mentioned [80]
Al6061 Chromium carbide coating HVOF thermal spray method 0.5 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm HF solution at 70 ◦C [63]
AISI304 Chromium carbide coating HVOF thermal spray method 1 M NaCl solution [64]
AISI 1045 Niobium carbide layering
Thermo-reactive
deposition/diffusion technique
(TRD)
3 wt.% NaCl solution [69]
AISI441, AISI444,
and AISI446 Tin(IV) Oxide (SnO2) films layering Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 1 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm F
− solution at 70 ◦C [71]
316L, 317L and 349TM Tin(IV) Oxide (SnO2) films layering Chemical vapour deposition (CVD 1 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm F− solution at 70 ◦C [72]
Al
Graphene oxide layering Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 0.5 M H2SO4 solution [74]
Graphene coating Dip coating 0.5M NaCl solution [75]
Composite coating Wet spraying 0.001 M H2SO4 with 0.1 ppm NaF (pH = 3) [88]
Cu and Ni Graphene coating CVD 0.1M NaCl solution [76]
Ni/SS Graphene layering CVD 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution [77]
SS-316L and AA-6061 Graphite layering PVD 1 M H2SO4 at 70 ◦C [85]
Ni open pore
metal foam
Graphene layering CVD 3 M H2SO4 solution at room temperature,50 ◦C and 80 ◦C [95]
PTFE coating CoBlast™ 0.5 M H2SO4 + 2 ppm HF solution at 70 ◦C
Al open pore
metal foam
Organic coating Cataphoretic deposition NaCl solution [96]
Copper and Graphene layering Electro-deposition 1.25 M CuSO4, 0.61 M H2SO4 and Cl-50ppm solutions [97]
NI-P layering Hypophosphite techniques 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution at roomtemperature [98]
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4. Impacts or Effects of Ions Contamination on PEMFC Performance
Ion contamination occurs when products of metal ion are formed and stagnate in the cell due
to defective fluid-flow system in the cell stack [101,102]. Corrosion of metallic bipolar plates in fuel
cell systems leads to ionic contamination of the cell which adversely affects cell performance in five
different ways [103]:
1. It reduces proton conductivity, allows the reactant to overlap the membrane and increases
ohmic resistance.
2. Reduces both the mechanical and chemical balance of the membrane.
3. Pattern of oxide layers with lofty resistivity.
4. Poisons the catalyst.
5. Prohibits oxygen transportation by reducing the hydrophobicity, thus resulting in
performance degradation.
Reza [104] suggested that the presence of impurities on corrosion reaction of the non-coated metal
components affected the performance of the cell. Therefore manifolds, inlets and outlets must be
coated or sealed to prevent the inflow of water containing reactant gases from oxidizing the metal
surface and transporting oxide fragment to other aspects of the fuel cell. The ionic contamination
results in the reduction in proton conductivity and catalytic activity which inevitably leads to the total
failure of PEM fuel cell [50]. The experiment performed by Mark et al. [105] on four fuel cells having
Fe, Ni, Cr as the base material in steel bipolar plates and Al in metallic bipolar plate were contaminated
by immersion into metal ion solution for 24 h. Al3+ suffered the greatest, followed by Fe3+ with
Ni2+ and Cr3+ in cell performance. In a research work to investigate the effect of Fe3+, Cu2+ and
Ni2+ contamination on the conductivity of nafion membrane, all suffered a great drop in conductivity
at 100 ppm cation concentration with Fe3+ having the greatest drop. Okada et al. [106] explained
that the reason for this effect is the replacement of the proton H+ with the foreign ion occurrence
due to the lower hydrophilicity of the cationic impurities. The foreign cathodic ion possesses lower
mobility and results in decreased ionic conductivity. Hui et al. [107] investigated the effect of chlorine
contamination in a cell environment and noted that the initial introduction of chloride ions quickly
blocks off Pt sites which together with the corrosion of the catalyst layer decrease the electrochemical
surface area. This explains the sudden drop and subsequent plateau in the performance of the cell.
Factors like temperature, current density, chloride concentration, and relative humidity determine
how much the presence of chloride ions affect fuel cell performance. While chloride ions have a
minimal effect on membrane resistance, they greatly influence charge transfer resistance and mass
transport resistance. Paiva et al. [108] reported that while significant effects last for hours, a complete
shut down and injection of fuel cell with distilled water will recover the performance lost by chloride
and sulfide contamination. Increased current density and Cl− decreases the relative humidity of the
fuel cell which greatly intensifies the contamination effect of chloride. Xuan et al. [109] examine the
effect of contamination in PEM fuel cells and concluded that the charge movement resistance and
mass transfer resistance were most appreciably increased while membrane resistance was mostly
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unaffected. Roberts et al. [110] reviewed the effects of fuel and oxidant contaminants that were formed
in the system of fuel cells. They discovered that minimal content of these contaminants especially
at low temperatures can greatly hamper the performance of the fuel cell system, poisoning any of
the major parts of the stack including the membrane, anode and cathode, and affecting electrode
kinetics, conductivity and mass transfer. Ruiliang et al. [111] studied the mechanical effects of ionic
contamination in fuel cells by observing the impact on catalyst-coated membranes (CCM) which
are typically subject to cohesive fractures in the catalyst layer (CL). Introducing cation and chloride
contaminants, the cation contamination initiated an interaction with PFSA polymer, while the chloride
contaminants create a blockade on catalyst Pt surfaces. Therefore, the CCMs recorded greater tendency
to crack and the CLs were subject to lower crack growth thresholds. Air filters, supplying fuel cells
with clean air, and cycling voltammetry scanning using alloy catalysts are some of the measures
that could also mitigate the effects of contaminants in PEM fuel cells. Further research is ongoing to
efficiently mitigate the adverse effects of ionic contaminants in PEM fuel cells [112–114].
5. Conclusions
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells are eco-friendly. It is considered as a source of power
for stationary, mobile and transportation applications due to its quick start-up, swift response to
load variation, high power density and low operating temperature. However, for it to become
commercialized and to compete with other energy generation mediums, the cost and durability
remains a notable challenge. Reducing the cost of materials and manufacturing processes of the
fuel cell will make it economically viable and competitive with other renewable energy sources.
The bipolar plate is very important in the overall functionality of PEM fuels. It accounts for the fuel
cell stack volume, weight and cost. Metallic bipolar plate has several advantages over its competitors
because of its cost effectiveness, easy manufacturing process, lofty electrical and thermal conductivity,
good mechanical properties, small gas permeability, high formability and machinability, as well as
good mechanical properties. Due to common drawbacks of conventional flow field channels, open
porous cellular metal foam flow channel is considered as the ideal candidate to replace traditional flow
fields. However, both the metallic bipolar plate and the open pore cellular metal foam flow channel
endure corrosiveness in PEM fuel cell harsh internal conditions.
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